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December 2013  ♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠ Club Games at the Lima Duplicate Bridge Club are held TUESDAYS at 12:30 P.M. and THURSDAYS at 7:00 P.M., at the Council on Aging Building at 215 N. Central Avenue, Lima. The games are OPEN to the public, and ALL are welcome. $3.oo per session is the CHEAPEST duplicate game in the area, and sanctioned by the American Contract Bridge League. The Lima DBC is your venue for special ACBL events, as well. If you do not have a partner, or if you have questions, please call the Club Owner & Director, Ruth Odenweller @ HOUSE PHONE (567) 712-7629 (this is a local number for Lima) or CELL PHONE (VERIZON) (419) 303-4940, email: [email protected], or Director Elaine Altstaetter @ (419) 738-6332, (419) 204-9656, email: [email protected].



PARTNERS ARE ALWAYS GUARANTEED!!!



♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠



  



Even though it is the Christmas Season, do not feel obligated  to give more gifts than you receive at the bridge table!  But, to those who do anyway, 
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In This Month’s Newsletter 



NOVEMBER MONTHLY RESULTS 



UPCOMING EVENTS .............................. 2  NOVEMBER HONOR ROLL ....................... 2  NOVEMBER MONTHLY RESULTS ............... 2  LBDC Bridge Accomplishments .................... 2  70% Club ........................................... 2  Unit/District Races Through 10/6/13 ........... 2  Bridge Tips ........................................ 3  This Missing Pattern .............................. 5  Other "Michaels" Situations ...................... 6  Theory, Part VI ................................... 7 



TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 5 1/2. Trella Niswander and Elaine Altstaetter 60.19% 1/2. AnaKay Utrup and Dick Slonaker 60.19% 3. Roy Baldridge and Tom Faulkner 56.02% 4. Roz Abrams and Carol Parker 54.63% WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 7 1. Jeff Weaver and AnaKay Utrup 66.67% HIGH PERCENTAGE GAME 2. Tom Dautenhahn and Bob Leonard 55.95% 3. Dick Slonaker and CC Harris 55.36% TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 12 1. Dick Slonaker and AnaKay Utrup 61.11% 2. Sandy Brading and Marlene Sigler 58.33% 3. Elaine Altstaetter and Trella Niswander 56.25% 4. Roy Baldridge and Tom Faulkner 54.17%



 



UPCOMING EVENTS 



Mark your calendars!



Regional Tournaments:



Independence (Cleveland) OH, Jan. 15-10



THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14 (no game)



Sectional Tournaments: Columbus OH, Jan. 10-12 



Local Games:



Christmas Parties: December 17 (Tuesday) at 11:30 AM Luncheon (bring covered dish) December 19 (Thursday) at 7:00 PM Dessert and Appetizers! No games December 24th, 26th, or 31st (Bridge resumes January 2nd)



Other Clubs:



Bowling Green Xmas Party December 15th (Sun) at 1:30 PM Perrysburg Xmas Party December 17th (Tues) at 7:30 PM



 



LBDC Bridge Accomplishments  Congratulations to Roy Baldridge for attaining the rank of NABC Master!



TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 19 QUARTERLY TOURNAMENT 1. AnaKay Utrup and Dick Slonaker 58.80% 2. Lucy Poeppelman and Ralph Heitmeyer 58.33% 3. Roz Abrams and Carol Parker 57.87% 4. Tom Faulkner and Roy Baldridge 57.41% THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 21 QUARTERLY TOURNAMENT 1. Norma Lutes and Nancy Reams 56.94% 2. Bob Leonard and Tom Dautenhahn 55.56% 3. AnaKay Utrup and John Hoffman 52.08% 4. Dick Slonaker and CC Harris 51.39% TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 26 1. Tom Faulkner and Roy Baldridge 65.28% 2. Ralph Heitmeyer and Lucy Poeppelman 59.72% 3. Sandy Brading and Marlene Sigler 59.03% 4. Larry Coplin and Ray Ridenour 53.47% THURSDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 28 (no game)



70% Club  None this month!



 



  NOVEMBER



First Place: Second Place: 3rd/4th Place: 5th/6th Place:



HONOR ROLL 



Masterpoint Leaders AnaKay Utrup Dick Slonaker Roy Baldridge Tom Faulkner Ralph Heitmeyer Lucy Poeppelman



5.10 MP 4.47 MP 2.41 MP 2.41 MP 1.85 MP 1.85 MP
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Unit/District Races Through 10/6/13  Some of our players are doing very well this year in the Unit Mini-McKinney races and Ace-of-Clubs races. Keep up the good work! Ralph Heitmeyer, 6th in 100-200 Mini-McKinney, Unit 105; also 6th in Ace-of-Clubs Roy Baldridge, 2nd in 100-200 Mini-McKinney, Unit 136; also 2nd in Ace-of-Clubs John Hoffman, 4th in 200-300 Mini-McKinney, Unit 136 Mike Mullen, 9th in 20-50 Ace-of-Clubs, Unit 136 Carol Parker, 6th in 200-300 Ace-of-Clubs, Unit 136; also 4th in Ace-of-Clubs Sandy Brading, 9th in 300-500 Ace-of-Clubs, Unit 136



Review:



Opener on right bids One Diamond. Your hand:



♠ K Q 9 8 6 ♥ A 7 4 3 2 ♦ 3 ♣ 10 8 Since you have both majors and less than 10 high card points, you would use the Michaels Cuebid and bid Two Diamonds. When your opponent has bid a minor, you MUST HAVE BOTH 5CARD MAJORS TO USE MICHAELS. Your partner can bid either of those majors if he has three-card support.



Opener on right bids One Spade. Bridge Tips 



By Ruth Odenweller CUEBIDS FOR TWO SUITED HANDS Last month we explored the Michaels Cuebid showing two 5-card suits after the opponent on your right opens any suit bid. If you didn't read the column from last month, it would be helpful to go back to the November Newsletter and read through the hands that fit this category. They can be weak hands (under 10 high card points) or they can be strong hands (16 plus points). But depending on the opening suit, it tells your partner which two suits you would have.
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Your hand:



♠K5 ♥AK964 ♦AQJ98 ♣7 Since the opponent opened a major, you must have the other major (5-card) and one of the minors (5-card) to use Michaels. Your hand is stronger than the first example, but if it is 16+ points you still use the Michaels Cuebid to show your partner your distribution. He knows you have at least five hearts and a 5-card minor. He will bid hearts if he has at least three; if he has less, he will ask you to bid the UNKNOWN minor by bidding 2NT if he can support either minor.
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Opener on right bids One Club. Your hand:



Opener on right bids One Diamond. Your hand:



♠QJ874 ♥AQ983 ♦7 ♣KJ



♠ J ♥ K Q 10 8 5 ♦ 9 6 ♣ Q J 10 8 7



This hand has two five-card majors, but you do not use Michaels if you have 10 to 15 high card points. You overcall your higher ranking suit (which is spades) and then bid hearts at your next opportunity.



You cannot use Michaels because you do not have both majors. But instead you would use UNUSUAL NOTRUMP, which shows the TWO LOWER UNBID SUITS: HEARTS AND CLUBS. You would bid 2NT (a jump one level higher than the opening bid shows the Unusual Notrump). Again, this is a weak or strong hand but shows exactly which two suits you have. Many of us already play Unusual Notrump showing both minors. This refines it so it could include Hearts.



For example, overcall One Spade and then at your next opportunity bid Two Hearts if possible, or Three Hearts if propelled to that level by the opponents. Now, your partner knows that you have both 5-card majors, but you are not weak and not especially strong. You are showing a mid-range hand. Keep in mind -- the partner of the Michaels Cuebidder must always assume it is a weak bid, which is called a MiniMichaels. Only if the Michaels Cuebidder bids a second time will you know that he has a strong hand with 16+ points, showing a Maxi-Michaels. All of the above hands work well with a Michaels Cuebid. But take a look at some hands that don't fit the requirements but still have two 5-card suits.
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Opener on right bids One Spade. Your hand:



♠6 ♥AJ ♦KQJ63 ♣AQ432 Your hand does not allow you to use Michaels because you do not have the other 5-card major. So, use the Unusual Notrump bid, which is 2NT, showing partner that you have the two lower unbid suits, meaning both minors. This is a strong hand, so the 2NT bidder may make another bid after his partner names the suit that fits. For example, he might raise a minor bid to Four Clubs or Four Diamonds. Page 4 



Opener on right bids One Club. Your hand:



♠ 9 8 4 ♥ K J 10 8 2 ♦ K Q 10 9 8 ♣ Your hand cannot use Michaels because you do not have both 5-card majors. So again, you show two 5-card suits by bidding 2NT (Unusual Notrump showing two lower unbid suits). It has to be Diamonds and Hearts. As you can see from the examples, if your right hand opponent has bid a major, the two lowest unbid suits will always be the minors. If a minor has been opened, then 2NT shows hearts and the other minor, which is still the two lower unbid suits.



Overcalling 2NT over a minor shows the two lower unbid suits, hearts and the other minor, 5-5 or better. Overcalling 2NT over a major shows the two lower unbid sits, which is both minors, 5-5 or better. Michaels and the Unusual Notrump both show either a weak or very strong hand. If the Michaels bidder has an unknown suit, then his partner can bid 2NT, asking him to name his second suit. BEWARE: IF YOU HAVE 6 AND 4 IN TWO SUITS, DO NOT USE THESE CUEBIDS. YOU PROBABLY WILL BE UNHAPPY WITH THE RESULTS. This Missing Pattern 



SUMMARY OF BOTH MICHAELS AND UNUSUAL NOTRUMP BIDS When a right-hand opponent opens the bidding, a direct cuebid of their suit or an overcall of 2NT both show different two-suited hands. ("Two-suited" means you MUST HAVE 5 IN TWO SUITS.) Cuebidding a minor means you have both majors with a minimum of five cards in both suits. Cuebidding a major means you have the other major and one minor with a minimum of five cards in both suits. Lima DBC Newsletter, www.limadbc.blogspot.com, December 2013   



In Ruth's Bridge Tips this week, she explained Michaels and Unusual Notrump. Astute readers will recognize that the methods cover almost all two-suited hands (that do not include Opener's minor as one of the two suits), but that one pattern is not handled. If Opener starts with a minor, you as Overcaller have no quick way to show a hand with spades and the other minor. There are many solutions to consider when the opening bids was One Club and you have spades and diamonds. The simplest is to have a Jump Overcall of Two Diamonds show spades and diamonds. For some, however, they like to play a jump to Two Diamonds as the substitute for Michaels (both majors), akin to a Flannery Two Diamonds (but 5-5), which would then allow Two Clubs as a cuebid to show spades and diamonds.
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When the opening is One Diamond, however, this is a tad messier, for two reasons. First, you do not have the ability to make a cheap jump overcall in the other minor, as a jump in clubs would be all the way to Three Clubs, which is usually not a good idea (why force a hand with boss spades to the three-level?). Second, if you only overcall One Spade, any opposition continuation in diamonds forces a difficult rebid in clubs (for example, 1♦-1♠-3♦-P-P-?). Strangely, a convenient approach that may shock people is to instead overcall Two Clubs, burying the spade suit until later, but this is undoubtedly not mainstream. I admit to having done this on occasion, especially with a weak hand opposite a passed partner, but this is hardly worth considering as a solution. The alternative of a jump to Two Spades is not good either, because a Two Spades jump overcall is so powerful as a preemptive tool. So, you kind of get stuck with the spade-club two-suiter in a problem. The good news, though, is that the opponents often provide a solution -a delayed Michaels cuebid. If, for example, the auction continues after a One Spade overcall with a negative double but a Two Diamonds rebid, you might be able to now bid Two Hearts to show the club suit without bypassing Two Spades: 1♦ 2♦



1♠ 2♥ !



X



P



This is not ideal, but bridge is not always ideal. Arguably, another "solution" might be to not play Michaels over a One Diamond opening, as strange as that sounds, but to instead play that a Two Diamonds cuebid in that sequence shows a hand with spades and clubs. The theory would be that a major two-suiter is not actually that difficult to show. However, being able to show both majors is really important.
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Other "Michaels" Situations  When thinking about Michaels, it might be good to consider other sequences where Michaels does and does not come up.



1. After a transfer? LHO opens 1NT. RHO transfers to hearts by bidding Two Diamonds. If you overcall Two Hearts (RHO's shown suit), this is Michaels. 1NT



P



2♦



2♥ = ♠+minor



2. After a response? LHO opens One Club. RHO responds One Heart. In this sequence, an overcall of Two Clubs or Two Hearts is NOT Michaels, being instead natural, unless this is specifically agreed. This is rarely (and never intelligently) agreed if the partnership plays a Sandwich One Notrump. This same principle applies at the three-level, also, if the opponents transfer after a Two No Trump opening.



3. After a Weak Two? RHO opens Two Diamonds. Yes -- a Three Diamonds overcall is usually played as Michaels. However, many play that a cuebid of a weak two in a major is not Michaels but rather asks for a stopper for 3NT. Discuss this.



4. After an Overcall? Partner opens One Club, and your LHO interferes with a One Diamond overcall. A Two Diamonds cuebid by Responder is not Michaels. While there is something to be said for playing that way anyway, you would need to discuss this as a special treatment and alert this as well.
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Theory, Part VI 



By Ken Rexford  



This month, we will be discussing theory from a remarkably basic level. However, sometimes considering the basics in a different way can illuminate some thinking. Consider a simple sequence. Your partner opens One Heart, and you respond One Spade. This shows a fourcard suit. Why? The simple answer is that we have as a group agreed that One Spade shows at least four spades. But, there is a more subtle reason. The "golden fit" in bridge is deemed to be the eight-card fit. Bidding theory presumes a search for that magical eight-card major fit. Plus, the normal assumptions are that we start with a premise of a 4-4 fit as the keystone and then divert from there into 5-3 or 6-2, but at the most fundamental core, the 4-4 is what we first seek. "Five-Card Majors" is a systemic shift that in one respect gets away from that premise, by starting major openings only with at least a five-card suit. The idea is that the 4-4 fit can usually be found in a two-round auction fairly efficiently. The 4-4 fit is never found in a one-round auction, because Opener has structurally decided against a four-card major opening style. But, after Responder's call or at Opener's rebid, the 4-4 fit can then be found. Incidentally, "canapé" is an approach where the search for the 4-4 fit is expedited, with more unbalanced suit fits (like the 5-3 or the 6-2) reserved to the second round. For instance, in canapé bidding, Opener with 4-5 in the majors opens his four-card suit first, allowing that 4-4 fit if it exists to be found immediately, reserving for his second call a bid in the longer suit, hoping to spot thereby as the alternative the 5-3 fit that might instead exist. But, back to normal. Part of the reason for showing four-card suits as Responder is to avoid the problem of Opener being unable to reverse. For instance, if over One Heart you needed five spades to respond One Spade, Opener could not then introduce a four-card major without reversing. Therefore, it is critical for Responder to introduce four-card suits. Thus, one could easily view the four-card response structure as a choice dictated by the issue of reverses for Opener. Certain approaches like Walsh (where a four-card major
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is introduced in response to a One Club opening even if holding a longer diamond suit is held) still maintain the need to show four-card suits because of the reverse problem. Other methods, like Montreal Relay (where a major response to One Club shows a five-card suit), allow five-card majors to be bid because the step response of One Diamond artificially averts the reverse problem by allowing Opener to complete his pattern at the one-level and not by way of a reverse. Thus, a Montreal Relay approach can be viewed as a way for Responder to show five-card majors immediately or it can alternatively and complimentarily be viewed as a solution for the reverse problem. This same general principle also applies when considering a two-level response in hearts (Two Hearts) to a One Spade opening. The reason why Responder can show a five-card suit in this sequence is that no alternative call (Two Clubs or Two Diamonds) forces Opener to introduce hearts at the three-level (a "high reverse"),.again an approach somewhat similar to the Montreal Relay idea (Responder can show five-card suits if no reverse or high reverse is forced thereby). Recognition of this principle creates some opportunity for disruption. For instance, if your opponent to the left opens a minor and his partner bids One Heart, your introduction of a two-level call in either minor is an effective disruption tool because it blocks Opener's ability to introduce spades without a reverse. You detrimentally impact his sequence to the point where the assumptions behind the structure fall apart. The same general type of thinking merits other considerations, as well. If you focus on bidding structure as one where you facilitate finding 4-4 fits first and then 5-3 later, with the mentioned exceptions, and keep in mind the reverse problem, you probably realize that no uncontested auction causes any huge problems. But, what if we extend the thinking into the minors? Can problems arise? Four auction types are concerning: 1♥ P 2♦ P ? (Opener has hearts and clubs) 1♠ P 2♦ P ? (Opener has spades and clubs) 1♠ P 2♥ P ? (Opener has spades and clubs) 1♠ P 2♥ P ? (Opener has spades and diamonds)
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In these four sequences, if Opener lacks values for a "high reverse," he has a problem. This is where we get into the nasty world of repeating five-card suits (essentially reverting to a four-card majors system at the second bid) or unbalanced 2NT rebids. Messy. There are solutions available to solve this problem. One solution, which gives up on Weak Two's, is intermediate two-bids (similar to Roman Club Two's): 2♠ 2♥ 2♦



= 10-15 HCP, 5♠/4-5♣ = 10-15 HCP, 5♥/4-5♣ = 10-15 HCP, 5♠/4-5♦



This approach is not known to be used in any system, probably because of the loss of Weak Two's. But, the fact that this solution exists in theory means that one could argue that Weak Two's have a flaw, namely that they cause a loss of a solution for the High Reverse. And, arguably this approach makes more sense anyway. Notably, the ACBL Board of Directors is considering a change to the GCC that may allow a Two Spades opening to show five spades and a four-card minor. The MidChart already allows this. If this were combined with a Multi Two Diamonds (where a Two Diamonds opening shows a weak two in either major), you could have your cake and eat it too: 2♠ 2♥ 2♦



= 10-15 HCP, 5♠/4-5♣ or 5♠/4-5♦ = 10-15 HCP, 5♥/4-5♣ = Weak Two in Either Major



Consider next the problem of finding the 5-3 major fit. Our approach, as we discussed, is geared toward finding the 4-4 major fit first and then the 5-3 major fit secondarily. Are there problems that arise? From Opener's perspective, the problem arises in distinguishing a 5♠/4♥ hand from a 5♠/5♥ hand. After opening One Spade, he rebids Two Hearts with either hand. Responder, then, with a three-card heart suit, will not know whether there is a true eight-card fit or instead a simple Moysian 4-3 "fit." This is bad. If, however, Opener has a means of showing a weaker hand (i.e., 10-15 HCP) with a spade-diamond two-suiter (either by a Two Diamonds opening or by a Mid-Chart Two Spades for spades and a minor opening), then one could dedicate a Two Diamond rebid as showing one holding and Two Hearts the other.
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A method I devised a while back would have the following structure: 1♠…2♥ = 5-5 majors, weak 1♠…2♦ = 5-4 majors, unlimited, forcing 1♠…3♥ = 5-5 majors, strong (In this approach, after a forcing 1NT, a Two Clubs rebid shows either clubs or balanced.) Now, whether that approach makes sense or not is not critical to this discussion. The purpose of the discussion is to consider bidding problems from a different perspective and to understand how some methods might solve problems that you might not have recognized before. But. let us carry forward. What about the 5-3 problem from Responder's side? As mentioned earlier, the primary solution all use for the problem of the five-card heart suit responding to a One Spade opening is a 2/1 Two Hearts with 5+ in the suit. However, that does not solve the problem of a five-card heart suit and less than the strength necessary for a 2/1 response. I dabbled for a while with some solutions, such as a Two Hearts limited response (five-card suit with constructive values, maybe 8-11) and a 2NT response as game-forcing with 5+ hearts. Others have approaches where, for example a Two Hearts response to One Spade shows diamonds and a Two Diamonds response shows 5+ hearts with limit+. But none of these handle the weaker heart suit hands. The "Bart Convention" is designed in part to help the cause of the 5-3 problem, as well. Other solutions for other sequences are plentiful -- Montreal Relay, Support Doubles, Puppet and Muppet Stayman, Checkback Stayman, and the like. The point, again, is to recognize the problem structurally and to think upon these issues. Some of the subtleties of bidding become a matter of simple memorization of methods. However, understanding the principles of what is happening in real terms can provide insights that are uniquely important to a better grasp of why bids mean what they mean, perhaps at points to help decide when to interfere most effectively, when to deviate from system occasionally, what a "takeout double" looks like in a strained and unusual sequence, when to introduce three-card suits "prematurely" or in a strange sequence, and the like.
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Dec 16, 2013 - two methods were applied equally to verify the information. .... against Nuer and they tried to find out whether the phone caller is telling the real.
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Superintendent Report - December 2013.pdf 

While not required prior to July 1, 2014, the Ohio Department of Education recommends that a. public hearing be held if the traditional district is proposing a change in its schedule in hours or. days. Currently we make up after five days of missed i
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reports - 31 december 2013.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. reports - 31 ...
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December 2013 mag (1).pdf 

Church Wardens: Keith Clarkson. Marion Thornton. 015395 60531. 015395 61253. PCC Secretary: Bill Wood 01539 739326. Treasurer: John Chandler 015395 60169. Stewardship Secretary: Paul Singleton 015395 60016. Choir: Gill Walkley 01539 723482. Organist:
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#8 TRACTOR December 2013 final.pdf 

Keep in mind that there are some things. to finish off now that the Christmas â€“ New Year â€“ and Rizdvo. season has started locally with the traditional arrival of Mykolay. However, even more importantly, the historical events in Kyiv,. Ukraine, fr
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Term-End Examination December, 2013 MGSE-006 

commercial farming. 6. (a) Which institutions are called the Bretton 10. Woods Trio ? Explain. (b) Discuss the differential impact of 10 globalization on women. 7.
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NWES Newsletter December 2013.pdf 

it will tie up phone lines which are needed for emergency communication. These television stations will be contacted no. later than 6:00 a.m.: WAVE 3, WHAS 11 ...
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Triumph Times December 2013.pdf 

Ken Spall - Newsletter Editor. CO-ORDINATORS. Glenn Mills - Auckland. Bill Spice - Northland. John Witherington - Otago/Southland. Peter Free - Canterbury. Barry Shipp - Wanganui. Please use the voting forms on page 15. No nominations for Regalia Off
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Juba 16 December 2013 Political Crisis 

Dec 16, 2013 - Some Nuer youth said, they were informed over telephone that, Dinka in military ... always uses military approach to buy the political seat, some ...
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December 16 2013.pdf 

... p.m. Dr. Rick Spurling, Superintendent., presided and called the. meeting to order. Members present were: Sam Blevins Dean Myers, Roger Burleson, Tommy.
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